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This invention relates to a portable playpen construc 
tion of a type adapted to be quickly and easily collapsed 
or folded into a compact condition for convenient storage 
or carrying from one placeto another. ¿ » 

While a variety of types of foldable playpen construc 
tions have heretofore been devised, in the usual case such 
constructions are relatively heavy and awkward to carry 
and the setting‘up ‘or ‘collapsing ofsame usually involves 
a somewhat complicated series of manipulations', and 
with the possibility of pinching the user’s iingersV in the 
various parts or of breakage of the parts if same are not 
manipulated in exactly the intended manner. 
The present invention provides Ya construction avoiding 

the above mentioned ditliculties and the ' arrangement 
being such thatvthe whole structure may be collapsed or 
folded into position for .easy carrying away by VV.substan 
tially aA single movement, that is, according to an impor 
tant aspect of the invention, the playpen has a .bottom 
or lloor area formed of two parts hingedly secured to 
gether along a median vertical plane. A supporting col 
lapsing frame structure is provided for such iloor as well 
as for a peripheral fencing arrangement for the pen, all 
so arranged so that one mayy grasp- a handle or pull tab 
at the middle portion of the floor area and upon applying 
an upward pulling force the entire »playpen will become 
immediately collapsed in a condition for ready carrying 
away, generally without any Yfurther lmanipulation.i 

Various further and more speciiic objects, features and 
advantages of the invention will appear from the descrip 
tion given below, taken in connection with the accom 
>panying drawings, illustrating by way of example a pre 
ferred form of the invention. 

In the drawings: 
Fig. l is an end elevational view of the presently pre 

ferred embodiment of the invention; 
Fig. 2 is a top plan view; 
Fig. 3 is an end elevational view showing the structure 

in collapsed condition and being ready to be carried as 
shown by the user; and ' 

Fig. 4 is a sectional view showing certain details. 
Referring to the drawings in further detail, the playpen 

as best shown in Figs. l and 2, comprises a floor 10 made 
of two parts 10a and 10b of plywood or other sheet mate 
rial, these parts being hinged together as by hinges 11, 
the hinge line running horizontally preferably substan 
tially midway between the two sides of the pen. 
A supporting frame is provided preferably largely 

formed _of tubular metal material, for example aluminum 
tubing, there being four main supporting legs, as 1nd1 
cated at 12, 13, 14 and 15, the legs of each pair normally 
converging and being pivotally connected as at 16 and 
17, respectively, to two top rails 18 and 19 for the pen. 
Each of these top rail sections extends halfway aroundv 
the periphery of the pen and their ends respectively are 
pivoted together as at 20 and 21. 
The side wall portions as at 23 of the pen may be com 

prised of a single area of fabric or suitable open-mesh 
webbing made of nylon or other suitable strong material. 
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The upper edges of such webbing may be sewn, adhered 
or otherwise secured to plastic coverings as at V24, 25 en 
circling the top rail portions. The lower portions of such 
webbing may extend as shown in Fig. 4, around and 
under the iloor area where such edges are sewn, adhered 
or otherwise secured as at 26 lto an area of cloth 27, if 
desired, which may be used to cover the bottom surface 
portions of the floor. 

In order to support the rail portions 18 and 19, 
knuckle-like pivotable supporting connections may be 
provided as at 30, 31, 32 and 33, .each of these having 
their lower ends pivotally connected to one of the frame 
legs and their upper ends pivotally connected to one of 
the rails 18 or 19. 
As further shown in Figs. 1 and 2, supporting legs 12 

and 15 are connected as a pair by a strut as at 35 extend 
ing along beneath floor portion_10a, and supporting legs 
13 and 14 are interconnected by a similar strut 36 extend 
ing along beneath floor portion 10b. These struts may be 
in effect rotatably connected to the floor portions as by 
cleats 37. Thepends of each strut as at 38‘extend out 
wardly and downwardly and terminate in a riveted con 
nection as at 39 to the adjacent lower portion of a leg. 

In order to support the midportion of the floor area at 
a predetermined position above the floor and to prevent 
weight on the ñoor areas from breaking the hinges at 1,1, 
there may be provided a plurality of short collapsible sup 
porting structures, one of which is indicated generally at 
40 in Fig. 1. Each of these may comprise two tubular leg 
portions as at 41, 42 pivotally connectedin anY X-forma 
tion intermediate their length and with their upper ends 
pivotally connected to the underside of the ñoor as indi' 
cated.  . . 

In order to collapse the structure as shown .in Figs. 1 
and 2, to secure a relationship of the parts as shown ap 
proximately in Fig. 3, one may íirst inspect theknuckle 
like connections 30, 31, 32 and 33 and make sure that 
they are biased slightly in a direction to permit folding 
and then it is simply necessary. forthe user to grasp a 
handle or strap as indicated at 45 in theïmiddle of the 
floor area and pull upwardly. Thereupon the >entire struc 
ture will all automatically collapse with the parts assum 
ing the relationship shown in Fig. 3 and the >user may 
continue to hold on to the strap or handle 45 for. con 
veniently carrying the structure away without any fur 
ther manipulations. In this condition it will be noted 
that the supporting legs will have been brought closely 
together and that the rail portions or members 18 and 19 
will have become swung downwardly into generally paral 
lel relationship to the supporting legs whereas the small 
floor supporting leg structures 40 will have become col 
lapsed, as indicated, in between the now collapsed op 
posed portions 10a and 10b of the floor. 
On occasion, it may be desired to lower only one or the 

other of the rail portions 18 or 19, so as to permit anyone 
to have easy access into the playpen or even to permit a 

Y child to step into the playpen without being lifted. In 
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such event, this result may be readily accomplished by 
first putting two of the knuckle-like connecting means, for 
example 31 and 33, into condition so that they will not 
be biased against folding, whereupon ythe rail portion 19 
may be swung down so that its outer portion will be fairly 
close to the floor, thus giving easy access into and out of 
the pen. 

Although a certain particular embodiment of the in 
vention is herein disclosed for purposes of explanation, 
furtherY modilications thereof, after study of this speciñca 
tion, will be apparent to those skilled in the art to which 
the invention pertains. Reference should accordingly be 
had to the appended claims in determining the scope of 
the invention. 
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What is claimed and desired to be secured by Letters 
Patent is: i 

1. A collapsible playpen construction comprising in 
combination: a floor comprised of two parts hingedly 
secured together along adividing line extending along the 
mid-portion thereof; Ycollapsible fencing extending» up 
wardly from the borders of ̀ said floor when the playpen 
is in set-up condition; collapsible leg means supporting 
the fencing means hingedly secured at their upper ends 
with respect to each other and diverging downwardly and 
outwardly from said‘upper ends beyond said Iloor, said 
collapsible leg means being secured to saidfloor parts 
respectively for supporting the same remote from said 
dividing line; said construction being collapsible »upon 
lifting the hinged mid-portion of said floor; and addi 
tional collapsible supporting means for supporting said 
ñoor parts adjacent said dividing line when said playpen 
is in set-up condition, said additionalA supporting means 
comprising supporting structures pivotally connected to 
gether intermediate their ends and with their upper por 
tions pivotally connected respectively ~to 'the undersides 
of the two lloor parts adjacent said dividing line whereby 
to support said floor parts adjacent said dividing line when 
the playpen is set up and to fold together relatively to one 
another when said playpen is collapsed. t 

2. A collapsible playpen construction comprising in 
combination: a floor comprised of two parts hingedly se 
cured together along a dividing line extending along the 
mid-portion thereof; collapsible fencing extending up 
wardly from the borders of said ñoor when the playpen 
is in set-up condition; collapsible leg means supporting 
the fencing means hingedly secured at their upper ends 
with respect to each other and diverging downwardly and 
outwardly from said upper -ends beyond saidfiloor, said 
collapsible leg means being secured to said'floor parts re 
spectively for supporting the same remote 'from said 
dividing line; said construction being collapsible upon lift 
ing the hinged mid-portion of said ño'or; and 'additional 
collapsible supporting means for supporting >said floor 
parts adjacent said dividing line when said ’playpen is in 
set-up condition, said additional supporting means com 
prising pairs of supporting legs, the legs 'ofY cach pair 
being pivotally connected together intermediate their ends 
and with their upper portions pivotally connected re 
spectively to the undersides of the two ñoor parts adjacent 
said dividing line whereby to support said ñoor parts ad 
jacent said dividing line when the playpen isset up and 
to pivot towards one another about said pivotal connec 
tion therebetween when said playpen is collapsed. 
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3. A collapsible playpen construction comprising in 

combination: a ñoor comprised of two parts‘hingedly 
secured together along a dividing line extending along the 
mid-portion thereof; collapsible fencing extending up 
wardly from the borders of said ñoor when the playpen is 
in set-up condition; collapsible leg means supporting the 
fencing means hingedly secured at their upper ends with 
respect to each other and diverging downwardly and out 
wardly from said upper ends beyond said ñoor, said col~ 
lapsible leg means being secured to said ñoorparts respec 
tively for supporting the same remote from said dividing 
line; said construction being collapsible upon lifting the 
hinged mid-portion of said ñoor; and additional collapsi~ 
ble supporting means for supporting said floor parts adja 
cent said dividing line when said playpen is in set-up con 
dition, said additional supporting means comprising at 
least one pair of legs, each leg of each pair being pivot~ 
ally connected respectively to one of said Hoor parts -ad 
jacent said dividing line and being inclined downwardly 
through a vertical plane passing through said dividing line 
when said playpen is set up, the legs of each such pair 
being connected by a pivot in said plane and which pivot 
is fixed relatively to said legs, whereby the free ends of 
said legs rest on a supporting surface to support said floor 
parts adjacent said dividing line when the playpen is set 
up, said legs rotating about said pivot towards one 
another to nest between the ñoor parts when said playpen 
is collapsed. 
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